
																									

                                    A program in Minnesota by:     
	

Ready Go connects neighborhoods, non-profits and libraries to artist-
created, mobile tools that are purpose built to pique curiosity, prompt 
interaction and facilitate engagement.   
 
Ready Go tool descriptions with basic pricing info! 
 
For full descriptions, pictures and range of  
pricing/customization options see: 

ReadyGoArt.com 
 
 
The Creative Cart Studio is a mobile art venue that is adaptable to the needs or objective of 
your event. We do events such as group art projects, guided art projects, and material 
exploration. From $550/3 hour event. 
 
Driving to Drum is a mobile tool to experience hand drums, where we learn to play through 
the art of listening; engaging ourselves Heart and Soul with the Rhythms of Life. Bass + tone + 
slap = Play. From $625 for a 1 hour event including 4-6 drummer/facilitators. 
 
DSMobile is a trailer equipped with amenities and materials to turn any outdoor space into an 
activated gathering destination. It is also Arts, crafts, and game equipped for Art related 
activities. From $500/4 hour event. 
 
The Free Speech Machine is an interactive sculpture that investigates the interplay between 
physical and virtual public space through a wooden soapbox and giant red megaphone.  From 
$200/day. 
 
La Luchadora is a paleta-inspired cart with an interactive mobile screen print. Communities 
can use this cart to spread your message one silkscreen poster and paleta (poster) at a time. 
From $500/3hour event. 
 
The Mobile Comedy Suitcase is a tiny mobile comedy stage. It's on a trailer pulled behind a 
bike. It looks like a suitcase that opens up and can be turned into a stage with a fake brick wall 
backdrop. Starts at $200/2 hour event. 
 
The Mobile Sign Shop is housed on a trailer and holds workshops for participants to create 
their own, customized, carved wooden signs, inspired by the vernacular of Northern Minnesota 
cabin signs. From $575/3 hour event. 
 
Paper Plains is an interactive experience for participants of all ages and abilities in 
papermaking, pulp-painting, and native prairie planting. From $575/3 hour event. 
 
Pedal to the Metal: Traveling Foundry engages individuals and communities in the 
metalcasting process, allowing them to make small scale or collaborative cast metal 
sculptures on the spot. From $500/3 hour event. 
 
Pop up Picnic is a set of handmade porcelain dishes for up to 48 people and delivered to your 
picnic location. From $450/3 hour event. 
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The Really Big Table is a 25 ft. long modular table/gathering space that is transported 
throughout the urban landscape by bicycle. From $ 500/3 hour event 
 
The Rolling Revelry is a mobile engagement tool that brings karaoke to the streets. From 
$200/2 hour event. 
 
Sewing Circle is a treadle-powered sewing machine integrated into a circular folding table. 
This tool creates opportunities for participants to interact with each other and their own 
creativity. From $500 / 3 hour event. 
 
Storymobile is a moveable community engagement space that makes it easy to share, 
display, collect, and generate your stories. From $1500 /2 hour event. 
 
Streetcorner Letterpress invites people of all ages to print their own free postcards from a 
variety of papers, images, and colors. From $900/4 hour event. 
 
The Temporary Table Tennis Trailer (TTTT) consists of a trailer mounted, regulation size, steel 
ping pong table that appears in parking lots, vacant spaces and yards to engage people in 
conversation and the sport of Table Tennis. From $300/day. 
 
The Tiny School of Art & Design is a traveling art studio, equipped with high quality materials 
and unusual drawing tools and furniture to be used in unexpected locations, with accessible 
activities. From $ 750/4 hour event. 
 
Traveling Museum – Traveling Museum is a mobile project space for contemporary art and 
ideas. Pop up gallery exhibitions, didactic art activities, happenings, individual artist projects, 
and mobile art residencies are all feasible within the Museum's efficient fish house inspired 
architecture. From $400/day. 
 
The Wonder Drum is a mobile hub for rhythm: a drum on wheels with hand percussion 
instruments inside. When the lid is on, it's just one drum, but when it comes off, then many 
people can play together. Starting at $250/2 hour event.  
 
 
 
Questions? 
Get in touch with Peter Haakon Thompson, Ready Go Manager, peter@springboardforthearts.org 
 
 

ReadyGoArt.com 


